Since the enactment of Local Law No. 49 "Air Pollution Control Code," inspectors of the Department of Air Resources have been checking demolition sites for compliance with the requirements calling for registration with Air Resources of all demolition work except (demolitions under Chapter 22 or Article 8 of Part 1 of Title C of Chapter 26 of the Administrative Code) those demolitions being performed pursuant to an unsafe building order.

When visiting demolition sites where demolition has not been registered, the Air Resources inspector will telephone the borough office Unsafe Building Section to ascertain whether or not an unsafe building order is pending. The inspector will identify himself and give his badge number. The information requested shall be given to the inspector on the telephone.

When calling, the Air Resources inspector will advise the U.B. Clerk where no Department of Buildings Demolition Permit is displayed. The U.B. Clerk shall check the records and if no demolition permit has been issued, the Chief Inspector of Construction shall be so advised.

The Chief Inspector of Construction shall in such cases cause an inspection to be made and appropriate action taken.
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